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Introduction

To date, higher levels of physical activity are associated with benefits across the natural 
history of cancer, from primary prevention to survivorship [1]. Encouraging results have also 
been acquired in the response to treatment and showed that physical activity favored better 
clinical outcomes and expanded survival rates in a variety of cancer types [2]. Despite the 
evidence of physical activity benefits, only a low percentage of cancer patients are achieving 
desirable activity goals. The latest multi-sensor activity trackers allow users and clinicians to 
assess broad functional metrics including step counting, heart frequency, sedentary behavior, 
sleep patterns and metabolic consumption, depending on the device model and the scientific 
purpose [3]. Since activity trackers are gaining recognition across health conditions, including 
cancer, it is worth to further explore the possibilities and limitations of such approach. Activity 
trackers have gained focus in clinical oncology since regular self-reported questionnaires 
are prone not only to bias, but also poorly correlated with physical function [4]. In addition, 
current physical activity programs have expanded beyond the clinical setting, requiring more 
independence and information to cancer survivors and clinicians [5]. As a result, a more 
objective, standardized, and accessible approach to implementing and monitoring physical 
activity programs in clinical oncology is warranted and may represent a great innovation on 
cancer treatment. This mini-review aims to address the role of activity trackers as a supportive 
strategy on two relevant endpoints in the oncology field: fitness gains and physical activity 
behaviors.

The opportunity of real-time monitoring and remotely obtaining feedback from cancer 
patients throughout an unsupervised intervention deserves notice. Trials comparing supervised 
versus unsupervised training programs tend to report superior fitness achievements in the 
supervised arm [6,7]. However, the increment of activity trackers to unsupervised exercised 
sessions may approximate fitness achievements using either strategy. One recent randomized 
trial study focusing on breast cancer survivors indicated that using wearable activity trackers 
along 12 weeks increased both total physical activity (PA) and VO2max (defined as the highest 
rate of oxygen consumption during exercise, considered the gold standard parameter of 
cardiorespiratory fitness), following unsupervised intervention [8]. Intriguingly, VO2 (defined 
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Abstract

A growing body of evidence suggests that higher levels of physical activity are inversely associated with 
treatment side-effects and mortality in cancer survivors. Conversely, a limited percentage of cancer 
patients achieve physical activity goals and fitness compared with age-matched peers or other chronic 
medical conditions. In the last years, the next generation of activity trackers has integrated several 
parameters of physical fitness and mobility measurements. These multi-task devices go beyond objective 
physical activity measurements. Due to its functioning based on integrated platforms, clinicians may 
experience a unique opportunity to incorporate more active behaviors into their patients’ lives. This 
mini-review will discuss the advantages, challenges and future directions of most recent activity trackers 
in oncology.
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as the rate of oxygen consumption during exercise) improvements 
(~20% in 12 weeks) reported by authors were comparable to 
two other trials using traditionally supervised, moderate or high-
intensity exercise, in cancer survivors [9,10]. However, a pilot 
study focusing on 19 childhood cancer survivors using activity 
trackers for six months showed mild improvements in vigorous 
PA and VO2max [11]. Yet, different protocols of fitness assessment, 
age, and distinct baseline characteristics across studies turn these 
comparisons more difficult. Thus, it is uncertain if wearing multi-
sensor trackers combined with unsupervised exercise sessions 
will be critical to achieving higher fitness, although it is currently a 
promising tool to be considered.

Another relevant feature of activity tracker is its potential to 
promote PA behavior and precisely quantify it. PA is defined as any 
body movement that requires energy consumption further than 
resting. Recognized cancer agencies advocate 150-min/week of 
moderate to vigorous intensity of leisure-time PA as the minimum 
amount for an individual to be considered “active” [3,12]. However, 
it should be interpreted as a category beyond regular daily 
movements. Population-based studies in cancer using objective 
trackers (i.e accelerometers) mostly report a higher amount of “low-
activity” patients than regular questionnaire-based studies [13,14]. 
One reason for these discrepant results could be the fact that 
accelerometer-derived studies are capable of objectively stratifying 
physical activity according to intensity categories (light, moderate 
or vigorous) [15]. Since novel sophisticated activity trackers capture 
all physical movements leading to total accumulated PA time 
much broader than the 150-min/week, these thresholds should 
be reconsidered to avoid an apparent misconception of reality. In 
the study of McNeil and colleagues (2019), the eligibility criteria 
included low activity participants (< 60-min/week of vigorous 
activity), whereas baseline moderate to vigorous PA amount was 92-
min/day on average when measured by newer generation trackers 
[8]. Addressing this question, Thompson et al. [16] recommended 
that PA classifications should be calibrated. As such, the authors 
proposed that moderate to vigorous PA amount should be 5 to 
7-fold greater than the traditional 150-min/week when measured 
by novel activity trackers. In the near future, the next generation 
activity trackers will be able to collect and cross information 
about heart frequency, duration of the activity, movement pattern 
and metabolic consumption, thus being capable of discriminating 
regular daily movements from leisure-time activities.

There are further advantages of combining activity trackers 
to home-based/unsupervised exercise programs, and some trials 
were launched to test their efficacy in endometrial [17] and 
childhood [18] cancer survivors. In addition to more accurate, 
objective, and specified PA assessments, activity trackers used 
along cancer care continuum can act as an interface between 
patients and clinicians to facilitate rapid feedback, stimulate higher 
adherence to either exercise programs or therapeutic regimes. 
This is particularly relevant for elderly cancer patients to monitor 
the adverse effects of the polypharmacy approach [19]. Prior to a 
broader implementation of activity trackers use in oncology, some 
limitations should be addressed. Age, previous PA behavior and 
general health conditions may impact on adherence. For instance, 

tumors that induce a great tumor burden such as lung, pancreas, 
esophagus or neurological tumors, and therefore prone to lower 
patient mobility, may need special attention. Finally, the costs of 
wireless monitoring behavior go beyond purchasing the device, 
requiring an oncology team specifically trained for getting the most 
out of these devices and tailoring exercise prescription.

While a more patient-centered therapy is desirable in the 
oncology setting, activity tracker studies may help filling this gap. 
Recent advancements in fitness technologies have provided qualified 
exercise professionals with new opportunities to incorporate more 
active behaviors into their patients’ lives. Whether activity trackers 
will facilitate delivering exercise programs to patients with cancer 
is still uncertain. Surely, more studies are needed to replicate 
findings and extend the body of evidence. Still, the role of a multi-
professional team is and will be crucial in cancer surveillance. 
However, a novel and promising allied may be on our wrists.
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